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THE jTH TPBV SUBPROBLEH
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STATE VARIABLE ROTATIONAL DYNAMICS MODEL
(Ajk.__k + Bike_k) J = I, 2, 3 k - l, 2, 3
where:
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= 10 x 10 zero matrix
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_k (k = 1, 2, 3) has scalar expansion of the same form as _-k"
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MULTILEVEL STATE VARIABLE MODEL
i. = A..x.+ B..u.+ s.(t)
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DECOMPOSED PERFORMANCE INDEX AND HAMILTONIAN
3 tf
J = E _ P.dC
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where:
rj - _(xj- Xjd)TQj(_j-_jd ) * _u_W. u. _jd" prespeclfied desi,ed value of x.
-- -- --j ju--j --J
Qj = positive definite state variable error weighting coefficient _trix
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SUBPROBLEM HIERARCHY FOR HYBRID MULTILEVEL-LQR
ATTITUDE CONTROL OF THREE AXIS MODEL
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